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ltjsclasses: use \luafunction


[luatex-ja/luatexja.git] / doc / ltjsclasses.pdf


	2016-03-29	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjsclasses: use \luafunction	blob | commitdiff
	2016-03-26	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjsclasses: match fontsize to jsclasses	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-03-26	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjs*.cls: added option "xreal" (patch NTSS for "better... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-03-25	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-03-22	Hironori Kitagawa	typo	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-03-20	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjsclasses: \mag を使わないようにした．	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-02-04	Hironori Kitagawa	corrected date of ltjsclasses	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-02-03	Hironori Kitagawa	ltj_jfmglue: local_par is no longer whatsit	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-01-31	Hironori Kitagawa	Regenerated pdfs	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-01-31	Hironori Kitagawa	ltj-base.{sty,lua}: cleanup	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2016-01-30	Hironori Kitagawa	Moved redefinition of \rmfamily etc. to lltjdefs.sty	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-11-05	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' of git.sourceforge.jp... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-10-18	Hironori Kitagawa	Change \pdfpage{width,height} to \page{width,height... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-05-25	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjs*.cls: fix \@makecaption to avoid error	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-04-23	Hironori Kitagawa	ltj[s]classes.dtx: changed Japanese fonts to IPAex... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-04-19	Hironori Kitagawa	Overwrite 'master' branch with 'kitagawa_test'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-03-03	Hironori Kitagawa	Cherry-picked several commits from kitagawa_tfont branch	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-01-08	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjsclasses: applied patch at oku.edu.mie-u.ac.jp/tex... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-12-24	Hironori Kitagawa	ltjsclasses: \@setfontsize should not set xkanjiskip... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-07-26	Hironori Kitagawa	Vertical Japanese fonts in ltjsclasses.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-07-18	Hironori Kitagawa	Fix \raise, \lower, \moveleft, \moveright.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-06-21	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda_fontspec' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-06-20	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda_fontspec' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-06-19	Hironori Kitagawa	Regenerated ltjsclasses.pdf	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-02-09	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' into kitagawa_ruby2	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-02-07	Hironori Kitagawa	Sync with jsclasses 2014-02-07.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-01-14	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-01-13	Hironori Kitagawa	Updated ltjsclasses (based on jsclasses 2014-01-02)	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2013-07-07	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'zh-maqiyuan' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2013-06-06	Hironori Kitagawa	Support \ltj@std(mc|gt)font and luatexja.cfg.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-16	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-cc-revert'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-08	Kazuki Maeda	Revert \ifSeireki, etc. in ltj{,s}classes back to the... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-06	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'zh-maqiyuan' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-03	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-manual' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-28	maqiyuan	Merge remote-tracking branch 'remotes/origin/kitagawa_t... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-27	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'zh-maqiyuan' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-26	Kazuki Maeda	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' into kmaeda-manual	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-25	Kazuki Maeda	Remove space characters between JAchars and ALchars... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-25	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_cid	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' into kitagawa_cid	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-manual' into kitagawa_test, and... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Fix? of the ticket #28162.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-18	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-manual' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-18	Hironori Kitagawa	Move files which are not required in the regular use... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
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